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of land held inB ad censum. In the number of villains the corre-
spondence between D and B is not so close, but is perhaps as close
as could be expected, and where there is any considerable difference
there are more in B than in D. In fact, the villainage and the
villains of Domesday are practically all required to cover the vil-
lainage and the villains of the Bnrton surveys. There is nothing
or nest to nothing over to represent the large mass of land and
tenants ad censum, and if the holdings of inland were added the
amount of the unrepresented lands would be increased. It may be
said that the inland was not noticed by Domesday because, paying
the king no geld, it did not interest him, and that the cottiers were
not mentioned because they were few and unimportant; but the

'tenants for rent, represented by columns VI. and VII., are not few,
their holdings are on warland, are in many cases of considerable
size, and are together as much as or more than the villainage. From
the fact that they appear only in B, and B, we must surely infer
that the Domesday compilers deliberately omitted on these manors
the tenants for rent and the lands they held. It is hardly possible
to suppose either that all the censarii were new settlers, or that
nearly half the tenant3 were omitted by accident from returns of
ten manors taken in two counties and in several different hundreds.
Darlavestone is a crucial instance; it can scarcely be a case of con-
fusion or oversight; while at Bromley Domesday seems to insert the
land in villainage but to omit the villains, merely because they were
free from work for the time being.

That the rent tenants on these ten marrors were omitted by
Domesday is plain. Their exact position is not clear, for B mixes
up tenants of viii. bov. with villains under them with small hold-
ings, some of which seem only temporarily ad censum. Why they
were omitted, and whether there were a number of rent tenants on
other manors of whom there is little or no trace in Domesday, is
another problem. The condition of these Burton manors was very
likely exceptional. At Witestone, in Staffordshire, and Adulvestre,
in Warwickshire, estates of this same Abbey of Burton, there seeru
from B, to have been no rent tenants at all. But for the ten
manors given above the Domesday figures are certainly a very in-
complete description both of the numbers and of the character of
the population. F. BASING.

THE EABUEST FLEA BOLLS.

IT is stated in the ' History of English Law' that ' the earliest of
the known plea rolls ' has been published by the Pipe Boll Society.1

In his introduction to the volume issued by that Societyl Professor
Maitland has drawn up a most useful reference list (pp. xiv-xv) of

1 History of English Law, u p. 148.
1 Three Bolls of the King's Court in tht Beigii of King Richard 1,1104-1195(1891).
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the Curia RtyU rolls of Richard's reign. "We there learn that the
eivrliest known rolls are (1) a roll, there printed, ascribed to Trinity
term 1194; (2) the great roll printed by Palgrave, ascribed to
Michaelmas term 1194 ; (3) a roll, there printed, belonging probably
to a Wiltshire eyre of 1194; (4) a roll, there printed, belonging to
a Beds and Bucks eyre of 1195. Palgrave's roll had been reputed
' to be the oldest extant plea roll,' but Professor Maitland proved,
from internal evidence, that the roll which heads the list, and which
had been wrongly assigned in tne ' Abbreviatio Placitorum' to the
reign of John, was a little older, and belonged to Trinity term 5
Eic. I, to which, he adds, ' a modern label ascribes it.' In this dis-
covery he had been anticipated by that indefatigable investigator,
Mr. Eyton, who, in the introduction to his ' History of Shropshire'
(1854), observed, that ' two of the undated, and therefore unprinted,
rolls contain, however, internal proof of date and of being earlier
than any others' (i. 5). My object in writing is to point out that
one of these rolls has yet to be identified, and, if Mr. Eyton was
right (as, from his special knowledge, is probable), will prove to be
earlier than Palgrave's roll. The other of these two rolls was
certainly that ' plea roll which,' Mr. Eyton wrote, ' 1 know from
its internal evidence to belong to Trinity term 1194' (ix. 310).
He has, there and in another volume (i. 200), worked out the
history of a suit entered on this roll, and printed in the Pipe Roll
edition (p. 3). It is noteworthy that the claimant in that version
appears as Robertus JUius Acr", while Mr. Eyton prints him Robertus
Jiliut Aeri, the name which is required by the facts. I mention this
because, though the society's skilled transcriber, Mr. Vincent, is
almost infallible, it illustrates the difficulty of testing the text for
oneself, and therefore the unsatisfactory character (as Sir F. Pollock
has urged) of record type.3 I would observe further that Mr. Eyton
claimed to have dated another plea roll (not identified in the Pipe
Roll edition) as of May 1195 (ix. 311), and to have proved yet
another, endorsed ' 10 John,' from ' its internal evidence,' to be of
Hilary term 10 Ric. I {ibid.) Lastly, he pointed out—rightly, it
would seem—that the above suit, entered on the roll of Trinity
1194, must allude to an iter of Longchamp accompanied by Brewer
and Pateshull, at Hereford, in 1190-1191 (L 201).

J. H. ROUND.

JOHN A LASCO'S CHTJBCH PBBFEBHBNTS.

THEEE is some obscurity in connexion with the ecclesiastical posts
occupied by John a Lasco. Mr. Archbold, the author of his
biography in the ' Dictionary of National Biography,' states that,

1 Conversely, Walter ' da Stineli' (p. 33) should dearly be Walter de Stincli
(Stukeley, Hants); bat one cannot tell, from record type, whether the error is in the
text or in the transcript.


